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Save the date

7th HPC workshop of the European Network for Earth

System modelling

Many interesting talks and discussions from our experts on HPC in earth

system modelling are expected at the 7th ENES HPC workshop taking place

on May 9 - 11, 2022 in Barcelona (ES), or virtual. Have a look at the detailed

agenda on the official event page on the ENES website.

Events that ESiWACE will participate in or has participated in

● UMAP2022, Monterey, CA (USA), 25-29 July, 2022

● nextGEMS Cycle 2 Hackathon, Vienna (AT), 28 June - 2 July, 2022

● PASC22, Basel (CH) / hybrid, 27-29 June, 2022

● Teratec Forum 2022, near Paris (FR), 4-15 June, 2022

● ISC22, Hamburg (DE), 29 May - 2 June, 2022

● EGU22, Vienna (AT) / hybrid, 23-27 May, 2022

● 7th ENES HPC Workshop, Barcelona (ES) / hybrid, 9-11 May, 2022

● EuroHPC Summit Week, Paris (FR), 22-24 March, 2022

News & updates

ESiWACE Project Review

On 18 March 2022 the ESiWACE2 consortium had its second interim review meeting with the European Commission

and three expert reviewers from the fields of climate research, climate modelling and HPC. The event was fully virtual

and comprised reports from all seven work packages (WPs), presentations on the weather and climate modelling

community including sustainability considerations, and on storm resolving modelling activities in Europe and beyond,

a Q & A part and wrap-up.

While the written feedback on the periodic report is still pending, our impression of the review meeting itself and the

feedback received were positive: Especially the training activities delivered via WP6 were mentioned favourably, and

there was considerable interest in DSLs and Machine Learning as addressed in WP2.

On behalf of ESiWACE2 coordinator Joachim Biercamp and the project office, we would like to express our sincere

thanks to all project partners for their efforts to successfully fulfil the project objectives, and to prepare weather and

climate model codes and the community for upcoming generations of (pre-)exascale supercomputers.
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EuroHPC Summit Week 2022

From March 22 to March 24, 2022 European HPC stakeholders and scientific and industrial HPC users came together

in Paris for the EuroHPC Summit Week (EHPCSW) and its co-located scientific and industrial conference PRACEdays22.

The event saw several contributions from ESiWACE2 staff members. Sylvie Joussaume, researcher and climate

modelling expert at CNRS, gave a keynote presentation on “Modelling climate change”, and also chaired the session

on climate modelling, which comprised four talks by BSC, ETH Zurich, ECMWF and CMCC. In this session Miguel

Castrillo (BSC) presented on “The new very-high-resolution coupled global configuration for EC-Earth 4“, which is one

of the production mode configurations developed within ESiWACE2. The respective materials are available via the

EuroHPC Summit Week timetable.

Gijs van den Oord (NLeSC) represented ESiWACE2 in the CoE roundtable discussion on “Serving complementarity of

application needs throughout the HPC Pyramid”. This roundtable developed into an interesting reflection on how CoE

efforts towards reaching the “exascale” also serve applications running on higher-tier systems, such as Met Office

facilities or academic clusters. It was noted that such workloads may need different optimisation strategies than e.g.

large, GPU-accelerated flagship simulations. Conclusion: we want it all, so our software should be performance-

portable, and we want to be prepared for the future, for heterogeneous architectures on your local compute facility.

The European CoEs take a bottom-up approach to achieve this, community-driven and always with a focus towards

scientific excellence.

Call for next round of CoEs closed, ESiWACE3 proposal submitted

On April 6th, the ESiWACE3 proposal was submitted to the HORIZON-EUROHPC-JU-2021-COE-01-02 call (“Centres of

Excellence for supporting supercomputing applications for Science and Innovation”).

For this third phase of the CoE, lead has been transferred to BSC and DKRZ will act as co-coordinator. The consortium

is built around core partners of the first two phases and includes some new additions (University of Helsinki and CSC –

IT Center for Science from Finland and Jülich Supercomputing Centre and Latest Thinking from Germany). The project

will focus on three main aims that are essential to prepare existing, operational weather and climate prediction

systems for the exascale era through (i) the transfer and establishment of knowledge and technology for efficient and

scalable simulations of weather and climate across the Earth system modelling community, (ii) closing common

technology knowledge gaps and by providing toolboxes for high-resolution Earth system modelling via joint

developments and (iii) by serving as a sustainable community hub for training, communication and dissemination for

high-performance computing for weather and climate modelling in Europe. ESiWACE3 will bring the various

approaches to address these challenges from the different modelling groups together to transfer knowledge across

the weather and climate domain, to generate synergies between the local efforts, to provide targeted support of

modelling groups via customised high-performance computing services, and to provide training to educate the next

generation of researchers.
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Figure: The main objectives of ESiWACE3 organised into two pillars

Selected CoEs should be announced in September this year, and based on EuroHPC instructions, all CoEs selected in

this call should start in January 2023.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all people involved in the preparation of the proposal - from active

contributors to external members who have supported the proposal with valuable feedback or supporting letters.

DYAMOND data analysis contest at UMAP2022

ESiWACE supports a DYAMOND data analysis contest for early career researchers at the 3rd Pan-GASS Meeting,

Understanding and Modeling Atmospheric Processes (UMAP 2022). The meeting takes place in Monterey, CA, USA,

from 25-29 July 2022 and aims to bring together weather and climate scientists, including both observationalists and

modelers, to discuss the key issues of atmospheric science.

Stay tuned to see the most recent high-resolution simulations enabled with ESiWACE support!

Recently published ESiWACE2 Deliverables and Milestones

In February 2022 we released the ESiWACE2 Sustainability Plan (D7.8):

In a joint effort with its partner project IS-ENES3, ESiWACE strives to promote the long-term

sustainability of the European Earth System Modelling infrastructure developed and

supported by these initiatives.

ESiWACE and ESiWACE2 have aimed at developing and promoting exascale-ready weather and

climate codes, addressing skills gaps, and bringing together the communities working on
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those problems. Even when ESiWACE2 terminates at the end of the year 2022, the requirements will persist. They are

diverse and range from specific technology objectives to ensuring ongoing mechanisms of formal and informal

collaboration. It will remain important for the European weather and climate science community to collaborate on

developing codes, infrastructure and services suitable for the exascale era.

The ESiWACE Sustainability Plan (D7.8) analyses gaps and options for a continuation of activities within EuroHPC Joint

Undertaking programmes, in particular continued funding for Centres of Excellence (CoEs). Read the deliverable here.

Snapshots

Atos Bull

Atos is currently working on the four newly granted HPC user-service “Model Refactoring and Porting” projects

(Service 1) in collaboration with NLeSC. Atos is leading the two following projects: Bergen Layered Ocean Model

(BLOM) in collaboration with Norwegian Research Centre (NORCE) and OGS Transport Model (OGSTM) in

collaboration with the National Institute of Oceanography and Applied Geophysics (OGS). Atos will present a project

poster at ISC22 named “ESiWACE HPC Service for Weather and Climate Models Refactoring and Porting” from Tuesday

May 31, 9:00 am to Wednesday June 1, 6:30 pm. We will also be presenting on Friday May 27 (10:41–10:48) at EGU22

the “Optimizations of Multiscale Simulation with AGRIF, towards Exascale Applications”.

BSC

BSC has been highly involved in the preparation of the ESiWACE3 proposal in the last months.

From the dissemination point of view, the GMD paper “Evaluation and optimisation of the I/O scalability for the next

generation of Earth system models: IFS CY43R3 and XIOS 2.0 integration as a case study” has been published and two

contributions have been submitted EGU, one of them based on the application of the results of the aforementioned

paper.

CERFACS

CERFACS has organised the last Short Private Online Course (SPOC) on Code Coupling with OASIS3-MCT planned for

ESiWACE2. The SPOC was delivered from March 21st to April 6th, with 12 people registered. Out of these 12 people, 9

followed the whole SPOC and passed the final exam (8 with 100%, 1 with 89%), 1 followed the whole SPOC but did

not try the final exam, 1 followed ⅘ of the whole SPOC and did not try the final exam. 6 answered the satisfaction

survey and the feedback is very good: 5 consider that the SPOC is “highly satisfactory” and 1 “satisfactory”.

CMCC

The first set of developed in-flight analytics kernels using the ESDM streaming API has been expanded with new

additional kernels, which have been fully integrated into the ESDM-enabled Ophidia version. Moreover, CMCC has

been working on extending the Ophidia framework to improve support of ESM data from the ESiWACE2 project.

Testing of this support is ongoing. The ESDM-PAV Python client has been further improved with additional

functionalities to simplify the composition of the more structured PAV experiments.
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DKRZ

Our main focus has been on finalising the second ESiWACE2 interim report and on preparing and holding the related

review meeting with the European Commission. We have also published the ESiWACE2 sustainability plan (D7.8), have

contributed to the ESiWACE3 proposal submitted earlier this month, and have started planning the annual project

meeting for 2022.

ETH Zürich / CSCS

In preparation of the M48 deliverable, ETH/C2SM and MeteoSwiss are renewing an effort to containerise COSMO.

Independently, there is an effort to containerise ICON. We invite other container implementation teams within WP3

to report on the current status of their containerisation efforts, so CSCS can slowly collect results for the milestone,

and, if needed, provide support to your efforts.

SMHI

SMHI published the first official EC-Earth4 release at the beginning of February. This release (EC-Earth 4.0) builds on

the same code base that contributes to the production runs in WP1. In a more recent development, SMHI has

upgraded the EC-Earth4 coupler to OASIS3-MCT 5.0, the latest OASIS version that has been developed with ESiWACE2

support. Hence, EC-Earth4 developers can now make use of recent developments in remapping features as well as the

new PyOASIS API.

Recent ESiWACE2-related Publications

Jungclaus, J. H., Lorenz, S. J., Schmidt, H., Brovkin, V., Brüggemann, N., Chegini, F., et al:

The ICON Earth System Model version 1.0. Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems, 14, e2021MS002813

(2022). https://doi.org/10.1029/2021MS002813

Turbeville, S. M., Nugent, J. M., Ackerman, T. P., Bretherton, C. S. and Blossey, P. N.: Tropical cirrus in global

storm-resolving models: 2. Cirrus life cycle and top-of-atmosphere radiative fluxes. Earth and Space Science, 9,

e2021EA001978 (2022). https://doi.org/10.1029/2021EA001978

Nugent, J. M., Turbeville, S. M., Bretherton, C. S., Blossey, P. N. and Ackerman, T. P.: Tropical cirrus in global

storm-resolving models: 1. Role of deep convection. Earth and Space Science, 9, e2021EA001965 (2022).

https://doi.org/10.1029/2021EA001965
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News from the neighbors

IS-ENES3 Webinar on OASIS3_MCT

A webinar about code coupling in climate modelling in general, and

the new version of the OASIS coupler (OASIS3-MCT_5.0 in particular),

is planned for Thursday May 5th from 10:00 to 11:00 am CEST. It is the

first of a series of IS-ENES3 webinars and is organised by CERFACS.

This webinar will present how different possible implementations of a

coupled application impact its global performance, describe the

different technical solutions and software available for code coupling

in climate modelling, and give a general overview of the OASIS3-MCT coupler, describing its latest improvements

achieved in the framework of the IS-ENES3 project. This webinar will last about 45 minutes with 15 additional minutes

for questions.

In order to receive the connection link, register here before May 4th.

NextGEMS

Our partner project nextGEMS is preparing for their "Cycle 2 Hackathon" in Vienna, 28th of June until Sat 2nd of July.

The participants will work with data from very high resolution models (like from ICON, IFS, FESOM). Since for us this

topic is of high interest, ESiWACE will support this event.

The project  ESiWACE2 has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020

research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 823988.
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